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Charles Kuralt (1934-1997), a native of North Carolina and a television journalist who spent 37 
years working for CBS News, knew he wanted to be a journalist from an early age. Kuralt loved 
the radio, and began working for a radio station at age 13. His radio training meant that he 
approached stories through sound, even though most of his work was in the visual medium of 
television. Growing up in the South greatly influenced Kuralt and his work, especially in his 
folkloric series “On the Road,” that originated as part of the CBS Evening News with Walter 
Cronkite. In this series, Kuralt and a small crew visited all 50 states several times. Kuralt 
appreciated and sought out Americans who could tell interesting stories about themselves and 
















I pursued this thesis topic to answer for myself the questions I’ve had for close to 30 
years: how did Charles Kuralt create “human interest” stories for television that featured so-
called “everyday” people, mostly without patronizing them, the way so many other reporters do? 
Although I admire Charles Kuralt, I mostly admire his work. I never wanted to be his friend. I 
did not set out to write a hagiography, or even a document that could be summed up by saying, 
“Aw, wasn’t he great?” Because that would be patronizing my subject, and it takes skill to avoid 
that. I wanted to focus on his work, rather than his biography, but I did find that his biography 
offers many reasons for his achievements: he knew what he wanted to do from an early age, and 
began working in a serious, dedicated way before he could legally drive a car. 
The research and materials reflected in this document are only scratching the surface of 
the materials available. There is more absent than there is present. My paper mostly covers only 
“On the Road,” and only a fraction of the episodes produced. I believe the other eras of his work, 
notably his years covering traditional news, would help flesh out the picture of the man and why 
he was likely burned out before his 35th birthday. He covered one of the Freedom Rides, and was 
terrified.1 He was sent to Vietnam several times2, and like many, witnessed horrible things. In the 
early 60s, CBS News produced documentaries, and among the ones he participated in was called 
Christmas in Appalachia, which he described as grim. “I spent nearly all of December 1964 in 
the dreary hollows of Letcher County, Kentucky … I kept returning to eastern Kentucky and 
 
1 Southerners: Portraits of a People, p. 247. 
 
2 A Life on the Road, p. 87. 
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West Virginia to make sure nobody missed the point that half a million of their fellow citizens 
were living in tar paper shacks without electricity or running water …” he wrote in his memoir.3 
By the fall of 1967, he wrote:  
I had known from the beginning that I was better suited to feature stories than to 
wars, polar expeditions, politics and calamities. I had worked ten years for CBS 
News, often on assignments that taxed my physique and temperament. While I did 
not plan to say the word out loud, I felt I needed a vacation.4 
 
The following paper does include two of the three (total) academic papers written on 
Kuralt. The third was written in 1999 by Jennifer Rawlings, a master’s in Library Science 
student. She chronicled the processing and cataloging of the Charles Kuralt Collection at UNC, 
after it arrived en masse from New York. The paper seems to indicate that the Charles Kuralt 
Collection offered an early indicator of curation challenges in the 21st century, in having to 
catalog non-written ephemera. In Charles Kuralt’s case, this meant fan mail that included 
viewers’ own thoughts and ideas about American society and culture, as well as pens, bumper 
stickers,5 and cigarette lighters6. I was not able to access hardly any of the materials in the 
Charles Kuralt collection, which includes 444 audiovisual materials, including 161 audiotapes 
and 270 videotapes.7 This is somewhat because of the pandemic, but also because of my 
situation as a full-time worker. As far as I know, no scholar or entity has done any significant 
analysis in the collection. It represents untapped opportunity. 
 
3 A Life on the Road, p. 135. 
 
4 A Life on the Road, p. 151-52. 
 
5 “Processing 20th Century Collections,” p. 7. 
 





Why in 2021 should we study the work of Charles Kuralt? Why should anyone care? I 
have beginning answers: First, because there is more to say about him as a Southerner. I wonder 
about his exposure to other aspects of oral performance. I wonder about how he covered the 
South. I know that he ran for editor of The Daily Tar Heel on a platform that had two planks: one 
was against bigtime college sports, and the other was against segregation. He suspected that 
latter stand earned him an FBI file. (It didn’t, but a later stint covering Cuba did.)8 
Then, because of the factors that made his work stand out and worthy of emulation. He 
was rigorous in his writing, and he intentionally shaped his rigor around the sound, around what 
the sound could add to the visual medium of television. I think studying more episodes of “On 
the Road,” and the early years of Sunday Morning would find even more ways he found to 
venerate sound. I think this quality is unique to him. I don’t mean that no one else has ever used 
sound well. I mean that no one else has approached television work through sound. I would love 
to interview Izzy Bleckman, the only living member of the core “On the Road” crew, and find 
out more about how they approached their work. 
Finally, I think Kuralt’s work is worthy of studying because of his expansive view of a 
United States of America, dating back to Sir Walter Raleigh’s explorers landing on the Outer 
Banks, right up to today. I am intentionally leaning into the word “united.” Anyone participating 
in our culture today hears incessantly how divided we are – divided by politics, by race, by 
generation, by household income, urban vs. rural, you name it. In October 1967, Charles Kuralt 
set out from New York in a motorhome, into a divided America. He first went to New England, 
and found people raking leaves and kids jumping in leaf piles. I have to believe that many 
Americans spend their days doing quotidian activities, alongside their neighbors, just as they did 
 
8 Elliston, Jon. “A Radical on the Road?” The Independent Weekly, June 13, 2001. https://indyweek.com/news/archives/radical-
road/ 
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then. And that being reminded of that would comfort all of us – not in a surface or patronizing 
way, but as a measure of balance. A moment of taking the long view, even in a young country 
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Growing up in North Carolina, living sometimes with his grandparents and moving to 
small towns and cities where his father found work, young Charles Kuralt was steeped in the 
sensory South: walking barefoot on hot sandy roads, listening to front porch talk, smelling the 
smokehouse, tasting clabber biscuits cooked in the wood stove.9 
Charles Kuralt, future journalist, revered sound, especially the sound of words. Among 
his earliest memories (that he shared publicly) were fellow Southerners talking, reading to him, 
telling him stories.  
Charles Kuralt loved the radio his entire life. Decades later, he would vividly recall the 
Depression-era, “battery-powered, floor model, Montgomery Ward radio in the shape of a 
Gothic arch, with a great round dial that glowed orange when you turned it on,” in his 
grandparents’ farmhouse, and how, as a young boy, he “sat there on the floor before that glowing 
dial, listening to voices come out of the air.”10 
This paper analyzes Charles Kuralt’s work, through his career as a print, radio and 
television journalist, mostly for CBS News. Kuralt (1934-1997) grew up in the South, and the 
Southern oral tradition influenced both his style and his methods. This influence shone 
throughout his career, particularly in his folkloric series, “On the Road,” which ran on the CBS 
Evening News with Walter Cronkite from 1967-1980, and also on CBS Sunday Morning, which 
 
9 All examples from Southerners: Portraits of a People by Charles Kuralt, p. 15-20. 
 
10 Charles Kuralt Hall of Fame Induction 1996 (https://www.emmys.com/video/charles-kuralt-hall-fame-induction-1996) 
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he hosted from its beginning in 1980 until his retirement in 1994. He won 13 Emmy Awards and 
three Peabody Awards – the highest awards in broadcast journalism. 
I will discuss the ways that Kuralt showed his reverence for sound, particularly the sound 
of words, and how it anchored his work. He incorporated music, onomatopoeia, oratory, oral 
performance, nature sounds and poetry, and used them as portals into stories for the visual 
medium of television. Specifically, I argue that Kuralt’s experience as a native Southerner 
instilled in him a keen and affectionate appreciation for oral performance, “good talkers,” 
craftsmanship, generosity, and everyday heroism. For “On the Road,” he intentionally sought 
examples of these things in all 50 states, and broadcast them to the nation, re-introducing 
America to its best self during a period of social and cultural upheaval. I trace Kuralt’s career 
chronologically, beginning in his childhood, when his ear was tuned for stories, and because his 
career began then. Kuralt was a journalistic prodigy, starting his own newspaper at age 9, 
working an on-air radio job at 13, and achieving several prestigious milestones – including 
winning two national writing contests -- before CBS hired him at 22. 
Because Kuralt started in radio, but is mainly remembered for two signature television 
series, I place Kuralt’s contributions in the context of broadcast news history in the United 
States. His time at CBS (1957-1994) was calibrated almost exactly to the reign of television as 
the pre-eminent news and entertainment medium. 
I also provide case studies of Kuralt’s storytelling techniques. Kuralt’s background and 
predilections influenced both his choice of subjects to feature in “On the Road,” and his way of 
presenting these stories. 
 3 
My ultimate goal is to examine and illuminate Kuralt’s work in “On the Road,” and place 
him alongside other Southern storytellers of the 20th century whose contribution was to reveal 
America to itself. 
 
 
THE SOUTHERN ORAL TRADITION 
 
Kuralt spent his formative years listening, and what he heard was people talking – family 
members reading to him, people telling stories, President Roosevelt giving Fireside Chats on the 
radio. Kuralt credited his grandmother with sparking in him an appreciation for the sound of 
words spoken aloud: 
Sometimes, I was left in the care of my grandmother. This was always a joy. She was a 
teacher and a reader of books. She taught half the children in that part of [Onslow] county 
to read, and she read to me from the travel books of Richard Halliburton and the short 
stories of O. Henry and the poems of Kipling and Poe. I do believe I gained a love of 
words and the rhythm of language from my grandmother, Rena Bishop ...11 
 
His grandmother’s bookshelf also contained The Complete Works of Robert Louis Stevenson, and 
in the foreword to his memoir, Kuralt wrote that he learned Stevenson’s “Songs of Travel,” as a 
child. He included a few lines -- a fitting beginning to a book entitled A Life on the Road: 
“Wealth I ask not, hope nor love/Nor a friend to know me/All I ask, the heaven above/And the 
road below me.”12 
Kuralt heard stories from Rosa (he does not give her last name) the woman who took care 
of him when he was 4. “Rosa was the patient, beautiful, young Black woman who was my baby-
 
11 North Caroliniana Society pamphlet, p. 8-9.  
 
12 A Life on the Road, p. xi. 
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sitter, whom I loved, and who loved me, too, and who told me stories, and made me apple butter, 
and was right about everything …”13 He remembered being in the car with his father: 
My father was [then] a field supervisor for the state Department of Public Welfare … It 
sometimes fell to him to take me along on his visits to the welfare offices in the county 
seats of eastern North Carolina, and I loved these trips. … We stopped for suppers of 
pork chops, sweet potatoes and collard greens at roadside cafes, and rolled on into the 
night, bound for some tourist home down the road, my father telling tales and I listening 
in rapture, just the two of us, rolling on, wrapped in a cloud of companionship and smoke 
from his five-cent cigar.14 
 
During an interview in his retirement, Kuralt credited the Southern oral tradition with 
giving him a leg up in the news business, and a knack for searching out storytellers all over: 
[T]he storytelling tradition that you bring from the South … You can’t go to the feed 
store or the country courthouse on a Saturday afternoon without running into storytellers. 
And, I had some favorites. I was charmed to sit and listen. [My father and I] would stand 
around and listen to these old guys tell whoppers. And, I think that appreciation for 
stories probably helped me.15 
 
Storytelling was his native tongue; he came from a culture of storytellers, and looked for them 
everywhere he went. The Southern oral tradition had shaped him as a listener. He had become 
fluent in the cultural tradition where one person talks about their day, or something they saw, or 
something they heard and at least one other person listens. People mutually agree, almost 
silently, to engage in this exchange, and devote time to it. Kuralt certainly did. The culture is 
such that people expect and appreciate it – even look forward to it. He appreciated this practice, 
and admired people who did it well. Storytelling isn’t unique to the South, but in the South, it is 
both commonplace, appreciated, and an art form. 
 
13 North Caroliniana Society pamphlet, p. 5. 
 
14 North Caroliniana Society pamphlet, p. 9-10. 
 
15 Academy of Achievement interview 
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William R. Ferris, at the beginning of his introduction to the Encyclopedia of Southern 
Culture’s section on Folklife, points out that “Southern folklife includes music, narrative, and 
material culture traditions that are passed on orally from generation to generation,” and “The 
storyteller is a familiar feature in Southern culture.”16 Ferris placed the oral tradition at the top of 
his introduction -- in other words, at the beginning of the beginning. Years later, in his book The 
Storied South, Ferris again starts the introduction with storytelling: “The South is a land of 
talkers whose stories are as old as the region itself. We tell stories at home, on the street, in 
settings familiar to every Southerner. … The story is the inescapable net that binds southerners 
together.”17 
Patricia Sawin, writing in the “Folklife” volume of The New Encyclopedia of Southern 
Culture notes: 
In every culture and region, people tell stories about their own experiences with their 
accounts ranging from the most mundane recital of a day’s events to the most significant 
effort to make sense of consequential and defining encounters. It does seem, however, 
that the South has a particular wealth of accomplished tellers of engaging stories of 
personal experience … as well as a set of characteristic topics and themes.18 
 
Kuralt would definitely agree with that, and offer up another example of “old guys telling 
whoppers.” In his 1986 book, Southerners: Portraits of a People, Kuralt tells of stopping at “a 
little country store near Durham, but out of the city,” where he came upon “about five or six old 
guys, all retired from tobacco farming or working in the tobacco factories … sitting inside, on 
chairs reserved for the purpose, and they just sat and talked.” The men talked about change all 
 
16 Ferris, William R. “Folklife,” from Encyclopedia of Southern Culture, Ferris and Wilson, C. Reagan (eds.). University of 
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 1989. 
 
17 Ferris, William. The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists. University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 2013. 
 
18 “Stories of Personal Experience,” by Patricia Sawin, from Folklife, Vol. 14 of The New Encyclopedia of Southern Culture 
(Glenn Hinson and William Ferris, volume eds.), p. 232. Charles Reagan Wilson, series general editor; James G. Thomas Jr., 
managing editor; Ann J. Abadie, associate editor. University of North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, 2010. 
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around them, how growth from the city was headed their way, the weather, crop prices, the 
government. The group included one who didn’t say anything at all, “but who obviously was 
having a swell time. You could find that scene at every crossroads,” Kuralt concluded. “The 
place varies, but it’s the same people telling the same stories.”19 
Within Southern storytelling, there is a tradition of the teller making him- or herself look 
heroic. Kuralt flipped that tradition around, and made the subjects of his “On the Road” pieces 
into heroes. He called a Manhattan bike messenger “a legend at work,”20 and said this about a 
man who carved carousel horses: “There cannot be many men who have given more joy than 
George Long.”21 He elevated his subjects. He conferred nobility upon them. 
Kuralt didn’t shy away from the brutal, tragic aspects of the South. 
As a kid, I never questioned segregation; it was just the rules. I was a little embarrassed 
on the buses when there were Black people standing so white people could sit down. I 
realized that was wrong. But I lived with segregation in an attitude of childish 
acceptance. By the time I started college, I began to think of it as stupid, and after a 
while, I saw that it also was evil.22 
 
When he interviewed the lawyer, civil rights activist, and Episcopal priest Pauli Murray for an 
“On the Road” piece in 1977, he addressed her heritage with clear eyes and plain words. His 
script begins:  
This is a story of triumph, but it begins with pain and disgrace. It begins, to speak plainly, 
with a rape. The rape was committed in the days before the Civil War by a wealthy young 
North Carolina lawyer named Sidney Smith. His victim was a young slave woman. 
Nothing unusual about that in the sorry annals of slavery. But in this case the baby who 
 
 
19 Kuralt: Southerners, Portraits of a People, p. 237. 
 
20 “Bike Messenger,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1, Vol. 3, Episode 18. 
 
21 “Wind Symphony/Carousels,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1 (Vol. 2, Episode 8. 
 
22 Southerners, Portraits of a People, p. 247. 
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was born, a beautiful octoroon child named Cornelia, was recognized by the white 
family.23 
 
Kuralt carried the South with him, always. He had respect for all walks of life. I say this not 
because Southerners are inherently class-blind – they are not – but because classes mixed in the 
rural South of the Depression and World War II years. On his grandparents’ farm, Kuralt 
interacted with many different people: his own grandfather, a tobacco farmer who “certainly 
never went to college, perhaps never even to high school”24; his grandmother, a teacher; Rosa, 
his caretaker; and U.S. Marines in the outpost that would become Camp Lejeune.  
At my grandmother’s house, I gained a liberal education— more liberal then 
even she knew … And this in a house without plumbing or electricity 
on a dirt road a long way from town. I am acquainted with city people who 
think of country people as backward and uneducated. I knew better than that 
before I was six years old.25 
 
He remembered the places he lived in the South, and the sights and sounds of each. Before he 
was 10 years old, his family moved a lot, due to Kuralt’s father’s search for a job. Many of those 
moves were to small towns in North Carolina: Lumberton, Salisbury, Washington. 
We moved to Washington, North Carolina, on the Pamlico River. There, my friends and I 
… found part of a raft, and boarded it, and launched ourselves a little way down the river 
beside the bank until the raft grew tippy and threatened to float out into the main current, 
whereupon we all jumped off and clambered ashore soaking wet, and dried ourselves in 
the sun and promised never to tell. And until this moment, I believe I never have.26 
 
The elder Kuralt’s career as a social worker also took the family to Birmingham and Atlanta. 
My big-city Southern experience, as I was growing up, was confined to a couple of years 
in Atlanta. And for me, Atlanta was all baseball. I became an absolute baseball fanatic. 
 
23 “Pauli Murray,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1, Vol. 3, Episode 16. 
 
24 Southerners, Portraits of a People, p. 19. 
 
25 North Caroliniana Society pamphlet, p. 9. 
 
26 North Caroliniana Society pamphlet, p. 6. 
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… Every Saturday I went to the Atlanta Crackers ball games. … During the week, I’d 





Kuralt loved the radio his entire life. When he died in 1997, he owned a small radio 
station in Ely, Minnesota, a tiny town on the Canadian border. He had bought WELY, an AM-
FM station known as End of the Road Radio, two years earlier to rescue it from receivership, 
paying $37,000. He had promised to occasionally sub in for Michael Hillman, the usual on-air 
voice and also the station’s co-general manager – so Hillman could go on vacation28. 
When he was inducted into the Television Academy Hall of Fame in 1996, Kuralt used 
his acceptance speech to tell the story of how his love of radio began during his childhood in 
rural North Carolina, with that one in his grandparents’ farmhouse. “I could not be torn away 
from that machine,” he said. “My mother had to command me to leave my place on the floor in 
front of that radio.”29 
As a child, Kuralt play-pretended he was a radio announcer. “At age 8, he would sit in the 
front yard and announce ‘They’re up to the line, and here's the play. It’s Justice to Weiner, 
Justice to Weiner ... down the sideline ... TOUCHDOWN!’,” recalled his brother, Wallace Kuralt 
Jr. “This to anyone who might happen to be passing by.”30 Unlike many children, Kuralt turned 
that imaginary scenario into a real one. By age 13, he was working for radio station WAYS in 
 
 
27 Southerners: Portraits of a People, p. 251. 
 
28 “Kuralt returns to ‘Road’ stop; buys Minnesota combo,” by Elizabeth Rathbun. Broadcasting & Cable (Vol. 125, Issue 36), 
September 4, 1995. 
 
29 Charles Kuralt Hall of Fame Induction 1996 (https://www.emmys.com/video/charles-kuralt-hall-fame-induction-1996) 
 
30 North Caroliniana Society pamphlet, p. 16. 
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Charlotte, announcing games for the Charlotte Hornets,31 then a minor league baseball team. He 
had his own radio show, “Junior Sports Parade,” that ran every Tuesday afternoon in the summer 
of 194832, and later deejayed an evening program.33 By the time he entered the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill at age 16, he “was already on board as a broadcaster with the 
campus radio station” referring to when the new NPR affiliate, WUNC 91.5 FM, “hit the air in 
1953.”34 
These early experiences allowed Kuralt to hone the skill of stringing words together, 
prioritizing – in addition to their meaning -- how they would sound. His words were not meant to 
live on pages, and be consumed through the eyes. He had to learn to choose words based on how 
the person reading them could form syllables, how someone listening could absorb meaning, 
how words could flow with rhythm. Practicing to write for radio at such a young age is one of 
the things that made him into a master wordsmith. 
Kuralt also developed skills as a print journalist. He began printing and selling his own 
neighborhood newspaper at age 9,35 wrote for the Charlotte News as a teenager,36 and 
successfully ran for editor of The Daily Tar Heel,37 the college newspaper at UNC. His first job 
after college was back at the Charlotte News, where he started a daily column called “People.”38 
The column “quickly established his fascination with everyman, and his writing touch,” wrote 
 
31 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 38. 
 
32 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 31-32. 
 
33 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 47. 
 
34 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 85. 
 
35 Southerners: Portraits of a People, p. 253. 
 
36 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 29. 
 
37 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 84. 
 
38 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 125. 
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Bruce Henderson and Tim Funk in the Charlotte Observer, after Kuralt died. “His columns 
earned him the 1957 Ernie Pyle Award as the nation’s best feature writer.”39 
 
 
SPEECHES AND ORATORY 
 
Charles Kuralt also spent his youth entering writing and delivering speeches. He entered 
several essay and speechwriting contests. He won several, including the national Voice of 
Democracy contest, which is still in existence, in 1948. The win earned him a trip to meet 
President Harry Truman at the White House, and the opportunity to give his speech in the House 
of Burgesses in colonial Williamsburg, Virginia. He later wrote that he stood “at the spot where 
Patrick Henry said, ‘If this be treason, make the most of it!’ My speech, as I remember, was 
along the same oratorical lines.”40 
In oral histories later compiled into a book, Remembering Charles Kuralt, author Ralph 
Grizzle collected many memories of Kuralt’s spoken word performances from friends and 
classmates. In junior high, Kuralt acted in the Valentine’s Day staging of a scene from Romeo 
and Juliet, emceed assemblies, and was often asked to recite the poem Casey at the Bat, which 
he could do from memory.41 At Central High School in Charlotte, he was a member of the 





39 “The road began, will end in N.C.,” by Bruce Henderson and Tim Funk. The Charlotte Observer, July 5, 1997. 
40 A Life on the Road, p. 7. 
 
41 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 28-9. 
 
42 Remembering Charles Kuralt, p. 32. 
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CBS AND JOURNALISM 
 
Although he began in radio and spent time writing for newspapers, Kuralt is primarily 
remembered for his television work. Kuralt’s national career (1957-94) was calibrated almost 
exactly to television’s reign as the preeminent news medium. 
In 1946, there were 20,000 television sets in the United States. By 1948, that number had 
grown to 350,000, which still represented less than one percent of American homes. By 1952, it 
was up to 15.3 million, which was one-third of the population.43 News programming on 
television was in its infancy, and during the 1950s, all three broadcast networks (CBS, NBC, 
ABC) experimented with news content that would work for audiences, advertisers, technological 
affordances, and the Federal Communications Commission.  
Sig Mickelson, who was the first president of CBS News44 and later wrote a book about 
how tumultuous the 1950s were in creating what we now know as television news, called 
television “a tidal force there was no stopping,”45 and “a key player in converting news from a 
largely local commodity to a national service.”46 
Since Kuralt’s journalistic heroes were men of radio, it’s fitting that Kuralt began his 
career at CBS in May 1957 as a writer for a radio news broadcast. Kuralt idolized Edward R. 
Murrow, a fellow North Carolinian, and “the Murrow Boys,” a band of correspondents who 
worked closely with the radio pioneer. Kuralt thought of Murrow, Eric Sevareid, Charles 
 
 
43 That’s the Way it Is, p. 6-7. 
 
44 https://www.nytimes.com/2000/03/27/business/sig-mickelson-first-director-of-cbs-s-tv-news-dies-at-86.html  
 
45 The Decade That Shaped Television News, p. xiv. 
 
46 The Decade That Shaped Television News, p. xv. 
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Collingwood, and others as “scholar-journalists”47 whom he wanted to emulate. “I hoped to be 
like them someday,” he recalled, “but knowing in my heart that I could never measure up.”48 
That first summer in New York, Kuralt felt giddy at the thought of being in the same 
building with his heroes. He didn’t care that he worked the overnight shift, and didn’t care about 
his salary. “It was enough just to think that now I worked at the same place Sevareid and 
Collingwood and Burdett worked, the same place Murrow worked!”49 At the time, some Murrow 
Boys, and Murrow himself, worked on CBS’ “World News Roundup,” a morning news radio 
program. Kuralt wrote that he sometimes stayed after his overnight shift to watch the men work. 
His description reveals his hero worship, and also says much about his reverence for the news, 
then and thereafter. 
In those days in this country, anybody who wanted to hear a serious news report in the 
morning had to tune in to that one fifteen-minute radio program. On television, the news 
was quick and skimpy, sandwiched in among puppets and pet monkeys and cute weather 
reports. The other radio networks did their best to compete, but none of them could call 
on the roster of great reporters who worked for CBS News. … In the decades that 
followed, network news staffs doubled and redoubled, the glitter of television put radio in 
the shade, new technologies revolutionized broadcasting – but after the “World News 
Roundup” of the fifties, news on the air only went downhill.50 
 
Kuralt was promoted to television, specifically the CBS Evening News with Douglas 
Edwards,, within the year. The Edwards show had been introduced in 1944.51 News historian 
Charles L. Ponce de Leon described these early newscasts as “… programs [that] resembled the 
 
 
47 The Murrow Boys: Pioneers on the Front Lines of Broadcast Journalism, by Stanley Cloud and Lynne Olson, 
Houghton/Mifflin, Boston/New York, 1996, p. 262. 
 
48 The Murrow Boys, p. 262. 
 
49 A Life on the Road, p. 25. 
 
50 A Life on the Road, p. 24. 
 
51 That’s the Way It Is, p. 7. 
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newsreels that were regularly shown in movie theaters, a melange of filmed stories with voice-
over narration by off-screen announcers.”52 
Among Kuralt’s colleagues on the Edwards show was Don Hewitt, who would become a 
legendary figure in television news for his many innovations. “The evening news was being 
invented,” Kuralt wrote in his memoir, “and Don Hewitt was its Edison.”53 Hewitt  invented the 
teleprompter. He famously advised then-candidate Richard Nixon to consider wearing makeup in 
the first-ever televised presidential debate in September 1960. “An estimated 77 million 
Americans watched … when an ailing and haggard Nixon famously refused the makeup that Don 
Hewitt suggested he wear and looked terrible next to the tanned and fit [John F.] Kennedy.”54 
And within a year of Kuralt creating “On the Road,” Hewitt created 60 Minutes, which continues 
on CBS. 
Mickelson, the former CBS News president, calls the 1960 debates the end of the era of 
experimentation in television news. “Some 100 million Americans watched some part of one or 
more of the debates, and it is widely assumed that they were largely responsible for Senator 
Kennedy’s victory over Vice President Nixon,” he wrote.55  
Television also wrought huge changes throughout American culture. Decades later, 
journalist David Halberstam described this period in a two-part opus in the Atlantic magazine: 
In the decade beginning with the mid-fifties television began to change, and change quite 
dramatically, the nature and pace of American life. It speeded the pace of social protest. 
Television had a great deal to do with the surge of the civil rights movement. It brought 
[B]lack people into white homes and white people into [B]lack homes. Television 
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53 A Life on the Road, p. 35. 
 
54 That’s the Way It Is, p. 49. 
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simplified events and conditions; at the same time, it was deeply dramatic. Often a news 
show had an effect like that of live grenades thrown into people’s homes without anyone 
bothering to explain what had happened—and it reached a vast new national audience.56 
 
During the late 1950s and early 1960s, Kuralt was a general assignment reporter for CBS, 
“filing television and radio reports from hot spots ranging from Latin America, to the American 
South, to Vietnam.”57 In 1961, CBS replaced Sig Mickelson with Richard Salant58, who was 
replaced briefly by Fred Friendly59 before returning in 196660. Walter Cronkite was named the 
anchorman of the CBS Evening News in 196261. 
Kuralt wrote in his memoir that he proposed the idea for “On the Road” to Salant in 
1967, and Salant agreed. “On the Road” debuted in October 1967 with a short feature on fall 
foliage in New Hampshire.62 By that point, many of the cultural quakes that Halberstam referred 
to were playing out on the CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite. Kuralt was as surprised as 
anyone that the first piece worked: 
In every town, people were out raking leaves and children were playing in piles of leaves. 
We got the camera out and did our first … story just about how pretty it all was. … ‘On 
the Road’ required a change of gears for the Evening News, which in those days of racial 
violence and the Vietnam War certainly was not accustomed to spending time on autumn 
leaves; and for viewers, who had never seen peaceful glimpses of rural places on the 
Cronkite program; and for me, too.63 
 
 
56 “The Power and the Prophets: Part II,” by David Halberstam. The Atlantic, February 1976. 
 
57 Cleary, Johanna. “Creating ‘America’s Storyteller: The Early Radio Career of Charles Kuralt.” 2004, Journal of Radio Studies, 








61 “The Power and the Prophets: Part II,” by David Halberstam. The Atlantic, February 1976. 
 
62 A Life on The Road, p. 164. 
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Kuralt’s career merged briefly with Hewitt’s again in 1970, when Hewitt tried to hire 
Kuralt for 60 Minutes. Kuralt “turned him down. He was much too independent to give up what 
he had earned: the near-total freedom to cover anything he wanted for the Evening News.”64 
Hewitt ended up hiring Morley Safer65, who worked there for 46 years. The separate paths are 
interesting now because of the power that Hewitt would end up wielding at CBS, the result of his 
innovations and leadership of the most prestigious news program in television. Hewitt steered the 
60 Minutes ship until reluctantly retiring in 2004, moving aside for his hand-picked successor, 
Jeff Fager. Hewitt died in 2009. 60 Minutes celebrated its 50th season on television in 2017-18. 
Although Kuralt did decline the opportunity to work at 60 Minutes, his fate wasn’t 
always his to decide. He had to ride the waves of changes at CBS as much as any other long-time 
employee/correspondent, and weather the priorities and ideas of a succession of leaders. 
In 1979, the success of Sunday Morning, with Kuralt as host, inspired then-new CBS 
president Bill Leonard to create a version for weekdays, with Kuralt co-hosting with Diane 
Sawyer. “But the show’s ratings were mediocre,”66 according to historian Charles L. Ponce de 
Leon. In 1983, another new boss, Van Gordon Sauter, “hatched a plan to create an hour-long 
magazine-style show that would pair Charles Kuralt with newly hired Bill Moyers.67” Moyers 
“refused to participate, and the program, retooled in the image of Kuralt’s successful “On the 
Road,” aired in the spring of 1984 with Kuralt alone as host. Pitted against NBC’s hit The A-
Team, it was a ratings failure.”68 
 
 
64 Fifty Years of 60 Minutes, p. 142. 
 
65 Fifty Years of 60 Minutes, p. 142. 
 
66 That’s the Way it Is, p. 156. 
 
67 That’s the Way it Is, p. 160. 
 
68 That’s the Way it Is, p. 160. 
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The 1980s and 1990s continued to be a tumultuous time in network television, and in 
television news. Ponce de Leon summed up this “new, multichannel age”:69 
In this new age … cable channels would become increasingly popular and lure more and 
more viewers away from the networks. Network programs would still command the 
largest audiences. And simply by virtue of the size of those audiences, the networks 
would continue to air the biggest hits. Given the choices now available to viewers, 
however, even their biggest hits would not achieve the ratings of blockbusters in the 
1970s or early 1980s. This would undermine the leverage the networks had enjoyed over 
advertisers and make it harder to get top dollar for individual spots, even on the most 
popular programs. … The squeeze was put on all network divisions, not just news.70 
 
In recent years, as a result of the #MeToo movement, much has come to light about a 
toxic culture of abuse, including sexual harassment, at CBS that went all the way to the top, 
implicating former CBS Corp. Chairman Les Moonves. As has been documented by several 
journalists in The New Yorker, The New York Times and The Washington Post (among others), 
this culture was firmly entrenched at Sixty Minutes, and allegations have been levied against 
Charlie Rose, Don Hewitt, Mike Wallace (who died in 2012), and Jeff Fager71. These revelations 
must temper the incredible journalistic contributions of Hewitt, Wallace, Rose, and Fager. Kuralt 
was mostly absent from much of this culture because he was fully on the road until 1980, partly 
in the years after that, and retired after 1994. 
Kuralt was a complex individual. After he died in 1997, it came to public light that, while 
married, he had a long-term relationship with Patricia Shannon. The most thorough account of 
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the relationship was eventually written by Paige Williams and published in the Charlotte 
Observer in 199872. Kuralt and Shannon had met when Kuralt featured Shannon in a 1968 “On 
the Road” story, when she was inspired to turn a vacant lot in Reno, Nevada, into a park. They 
were a couple for many years. Kuralt sent money often, helping to put Shannon’s children 
through college. The couple was together often at a property he bought in Montana. A year 
before he died, he had willed most of the property to Shannon, but not all of it. He wrote her a 
letter on June 18, 1997, from what turned out to be his deathbed, in the hospital, indicating he 
wished her to inherit the rest of the property. She brought that letter to his funeral in Chapel Hill, 
and began a legal challenge to the estate. The legal battle over whether that letter constituted a 
legally executable will continued all the way to the Montana Supreme Court, which ruled in 
Shannon’s favor in December 2000.73 The case’s discovery documents, including testimony 
from Shannon and her children, and letters Kuralt wrote them, provided the material for 
Williams’s story, and revealed an unknown side to Kuralt – someone who viewers felt they 
knew. 
Even while he was in New York, a former colleague recalled that Kuralt often found 
ways to be absent. “One of Kuralt’s great tricks in later years at CBS was to finagle the use of 
three offices, making it almost impossible for his bosses to find him,” wrote Ralph Grizzle, in his 
book Remembering Charles Kuralt. “Nobody ever found out how he managed this, but [former 
CBS colleague Peter] Freundlich thinks it’s likely that Kuralt never turned in the old keys when 
 
 





he moved from one office to another. ‘It worked out wonderfully well for his purposes,’ 
[Freundlich] said,”74 referring to Kuralt’s penchant for avoiding CBS bosses. 
Kuralt remained at CBS News for 37 years until retiring in 1994. Six months after he 
died in 1997, a gossip/news website called the Drudge Report broke the story of President Bill 
Clinton’s sexual relationship with a White House intern. (It was then described as “improper,”75 
but we now understand it to be exploitative.) A website scooped legacy media – magazines, 
newspapers, broadcast and cable networks – on the biggest news story of the year. Kuralt didn’t 
live to see the internet begin its relentless assault on traditional media of all types, or to weather 
the reporting about his double life. 
Journalism historian Johanna Cleary examined 100 radio commentaries that Kuralt wrote 
and delivered between 1961 and 1968 for CBS Radio, before “On the Road.” These 
commentaries gave insight to how he viewed contemporary affairs. “Kuralt’s radio scripts show 
a particular flair for sharp social criticism and commentary,” Cleary writes. “The radio writing 
often focused on harder news topics and demonstrated an ‘edge’ not commonly associated with 
the television image of Charles Kuralt.”76 
Kuralt’s writing prowess was evident in these scripts – “the product of a confident young 
writer with a sure hand.” Cleary found that their content fell into four themes, which she 
described as “challenging broken promises,” “advocating environmental protection,” “poking 
fun at institutions,” and “foreshadowing ‘On the Road.’” 
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The Kuralt on display in these radio commentaries, Cleary asserts, was more opinionated 
and less amiable than the version that television viewers later came to think they knew. In this 
stage of his career, he “often displayed a sense of outrage that the American dream was not 
equally reachable for all,” and that “Kuralt … had high expectations for his government and its 
conduct … He was largely disappointed by what he saw, and his radio commentaries reflect that 
disillusionment in a way his television work rarely did.”  
Kuralt did switch tone when he began “On the Road.” Cleary attributes the change to a 
personal evolution of his, from pessimist to optimist, but I argue that “On the Road” allowed him 
to search for what he wanted to cover, and leave traditional news to others. He didn’t forget that 
government fails and poverty persists; he chose to look for examples of hope and creativity amid 
all that. Cleary and I agree that he was deeper and more intentional than his television image 
gave him credit for. “Kuralt is … often held up as the antithesis of the cynical, hard-edged 
reporter,” Cleary writes. “But his radio work offers insight into how Kuralt really felt about some 
of the issues — both large and small — that he was covering.”  
 
 
TELEVISION: SOUNDS AND STORIES 
 
Kuralt credited an early CBS colleague, Alice Weel, for teaching him to align his scripts 
to the visuals of television. 
Alice Weel chewed pencils while she was thinking. … [H]er desk was always littered 
with the remains of Eberhard Faber #2s. She taught me how to write to film. … ‘Don’t 
write captions,’ she’d say, ‘don’t point out what people are seeing. They can see what 
they’re seeing. Just write the story to flow along with the film. And don’t ever let your 
words fight the pictures. Pictures are so strong that in a fight, they always win.’77 
 
 
77 A Life on the Road, p. 34-35. 
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In many of his “On the Road” pieces, Kuralt celebrated sounds rather than sights, and 
often used sound as the portal to a story. He followed a produce seller in New Orleans, who sung 
out from his horse and buggy while moving through the French Quarter, advertising his wares. 
And following Alice Weel’s wisdom, Kuralt declined to point out the beautiful New Orleans 
scenery. Instead, as the horse clopped along, and the seller sung about bananas, Kuralt narrated: 
Progress has almost drowned out the cry of Randolph Paul. Almost, but not quite. He 
sells vegetables from a cart, exactly the way it was done on these same streets in 1820. 
He learned the chant from an uncle, who learned it from his father. The old houses on 
Royal Street have heard Randolph Paul’s songs since 100 years before he was born.78  
 
There are many different ways to tell a story about autumn in New England. Years after 
his original piece on fall foliage, Kuralt showcased New Englanders preparing for winter by 
making large piles of firewood in their yards. Some of the piles were visually artful, but he began 
the story through sound. The camera was already showing the shower of leaves surrounding the 
“On the Road” bus, so he didn’t mention what the viewer could already see, lovely though it 
was. “We’ve been driving through New England listening to October,” he narrated. “You could 
close your eyes on these country roads, and know what month it is by the sound. This sound [a 
chainsaw]. And, this one [an axe hitting a wedge]. And this one [a log landing on a pile].”79 
There are many different ways to tell a story about the circus. You can now almost guess 
at the sights you would have seen while Kuralt told the story of Merle Evans, conductor of the 
circus concert band, on the occasion of Evans’ 90th birthday. “His job is what it always has been: 
giving them marching-in music and marching-out music; music for barrel-leaping dogs, tightrope 
 
 
78 “Street Vendor,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1, Vol. 3, Episode 16. 
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music, trapeze music, clown music,” Kuralt narrated. “The drumrolls and clashes have to be 
timed to the jumpings-up and tumblings-around. The circus is as much heard as seen.”80 
Kuralt celebrated cheerleaders, work chants, classical music, nature sounds, and even 
silence. “He was the guy who stopped to notice the meadowlark singing or the wild flowers 
blooming or the wheat waving while the rest of us just kept whizzing by,81” wrote television 
critic Tom Shales, in a Washington Post column after Kuralt died. 
Some of Kuralt’s “On the Road” stories seem specifically chosen because they created 
opportunities for onomatopoeia. Kuralt visited the Avedis Zildjian Company in Quincy, 
Massachusetts, “the country’s only manufacturer of cymbals.” Before relaying the story of the 
Armenian-American family who had been making cymbals since a metallurgy discovery in 
Constantinople in 1623, he conducted an on-camera interview to ask the company’s owner about 
all the loud product testing going on. 
Charles Kuralt:  What are they doing, with all this constant banging and crashing 
around here? 
Armand Zildjian:  They’re selecting the proper cymbal for the orders. … We have 
many types of cymbals. We have ride cymbals, bounce cymbals, 
played with the tip of the stick, we have cymbals for crash, crash-
ride cymbals, bebop-ride cymbals, swish cymbals, pang cymbals, 
sizzle cymbals … 
Charles Kuralt:  Swish, pang, and sizzle? 
Armand Zildjian:  Right.82 
 




82 “Cymbals Factory,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1, Vol. 3, Episode 14. 
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He did a story about the Mackinac Island Stone Skipping & Gerplunking Tournament, 
(still) held every July Fourth on the shore of Lake Huron in northern Michigan. Who visits 
Mackinac Island in summer without waxing on about how gorgeous it is? Charles Kuralt, that’s 
who. The film showed how gorgeous it is. Instead, Kuralt stood on a rocky beach, in the middle 
of that beautiful scene, and introduced one of that year’s top tournament contenders by listing the 
man’s record stats: “nineteen plinks and five pitty-pats, for a total of 24 skips on one famous 
throw in 1977.”83 These onomatopoetic words -- “gerplunking,” “plink,” and “pitty-pat” -- are 
official terms in the sport of stone skipping. (The website for the tournament, which celebrated 
its 50th year in 2018, includes a helpful glossary. Gerplunking is the “children’s form of stone 
skipping,” meaning, “dropping rock into water with resulting sound ‘gerplunk.’” A plink is “a 
clean cut skip, usually at head of a run; heavy water shows between hops,” and pitty-pats are 
“short skips at end of run with light water showing between.”)84 But I have a feeling that Charles 
Kuralt could have cared less about official sports terms. He relished the opportunity to say 
“gerplunks” and “pitty-pats” on the CBS Evening News with Walter Cronkite. 
 
POETS, POETRY AND THE POETRY OF NAMES 
 
Whenever I think of Kuralt, I think of the word “poet.” I read that word a lot in the many 
tributes I read (and saved) after his death. He often mentioned poets and quoted poetry. In his 
“On the Road” segments, he called people poets, even when what they assembled wasn’t words. 
 
 




Ralph Grizzle collected an oral history from Brooks Lindsay, a disc jockey – a “veteran 
broadcaster”85 who worked with Kuralt at WAYS in Charlotte in the 1950s. Lindsay recalled 
admiring the then-16-year-old Kuralt for his writing, intellect, and way with words. Kuralt would 
sometimes join Lindsay for Lindsay’s Friday night program. “The young man liked to walk out 
onto a fire escape off the studio, look out over the city and just talk. ‘We’d hang a mike on him,’ 
Lindsay said. ‘And he would literally create poetry without notes or anything. He just looked out 
at the city and described it.’”86 During that same period, Kuralt worked as a news reader for a 
weekly WAYS show called “The Report,” opening the program by reading a few lines from the 
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam.87 
During “On the Road,” Kuralt also showcased the work of poets, even unknown ones. “I 
came upon M.C. Pinkstaff, the roadside poet of Gordon Junction, Illinois, proprietor of 
Pinkstaff’s Two-Pump Gas Station and Poem Factory,” he wrote in A Life on the Road. 
“[Pinkstaff] sold his gasoline for thirty-nine cents a gallon and his poems on local topics for 10 
cents apiece. His best-selling poem was ‘Morose Maud, the Mule That Kicked Down the Barn 
Door.’”88 
Kuralt used the term “poet” to describe more than a writer of poetry. He described Billy 
Byrd, a locomotive engineer who lamented that steam engines on trains had disappeared, and 
who built a steam-powered vehicle to drive around the neighborhood, as one: “Steam was poetry, 
and Billy Byrd was a poet born too late.”89 He described a man who had lived in the woods for a 
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year as “Thoreau of the New Jersey pine barrens.”90 In a book of collected segments from “On 
the Road,” Kuralt explained: 
Hardly a week goes by that I don’t come across a poet at some country 
crossroads. I don’t mean a writer of verse. I mean somebody who had inside of 
him such a love of something – farming, flying, furniture-making – and talks 
about it so lyrically and intensely, that in telling you about it, he makes you love it 
too.91 
 
He wrote this in an introduction to a section entitled “Poets and Others.” The section includes 
stories about bridge builders, moonshiners, oystermen, an auctioneer, and someone Kuralt called 
“The Gumball King.”  
If you take the time to listen, you can hear much unrhymed poetry in the air of America – 
in the singsong chant of the auctioneers, the jargon of the truckers on the CB radio, the 
bawdy jokes of construction workers, the lazy gossip of neighbors, the extravagant tale-
telling of tipsy strangers in a bar – but clearest of all in the passionate accents of someone 
caught up in what he does for a living – or did for a living once.92 
 
Charles Kuralt heard poetry in the names of things, most often in the names of places. He 
seemed to marvel at the sounds of random syllables strung together for any reason, like the ones 
he reeled off while running down a list of old-timey “snake oils and cure-alls and ancient 
tonics”93 produced by the Williams Company of Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
… a lot of products have lasted down the decades in spite of, or because of, perfectly 
gaudy, hard-to-pronounce names: Glycerated Asafoetida; Occycrystine; Glycothymoline; 
Balsam of Myrrh; and Guadalupo Belladonna and Capsicum Porous Plaster, with a four-
color picture of Our Lady of Guadalupe right there on every package.94 
 
 
90 “Simplify,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1, Vol. 1, Episode 3. 
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He had a special enthusiasm for the names of places. “From my earliest childhood, the 
names of Dare County [North Carolina] places, those strange and evocative names – Kitty Hawk, 
Nag’s Head, Kill Devil Hills, Whalebone Junction, Jockey’s Ridge and Seven Sisters – have 
thrilled me and filled me with wonder,” he wrote in North Carolina is My Home.95 He could turn 
any list into poetry. 
Just to recite the names of the Mississippi River ports of call is to compose a poem of 
mid-America: St. Paul, Red Wing, Winona, Prairie du Chien, Dubuque, Clinton, Rock 
Island, Keokuk, Hannibal, St. Louis, Cairo, Memphis, Vicksburg, Natchez, Baton Rouge, 
New Orleans!96 
 
He often slipped the names of places into his writing, almost as if he couldn’t help 
himself. On the second page of his memoir, describing joining his father on work trips in Eastern 
North Carolina as a boy, he wrote: “We rolled along the country roads to the old tidewater 
towns, Edenton and Plymouth and New Bern and Swan Quarter …”97 (Boldface mine) He 
loved the rhythm of the list. Often when he listed things, even in writing, he used a “one and two 
and three” formation, rather than a properly punctuated series. Even in writing, he considered 
the sound first. He found a backbeat, like the turns of the tires beneath him and his father, 
syncopated by the series of Burma-Shave signs they saw on those early trips: “T’would Be More 
Fun … to Go by Air … But We Couldn’t Put … These Signs Up There. Burma-Shave.”98  
Kuralt devoted an entire section of North Carolina Is My Home to an original poem of 
place names in his beloved home state. It begins: “I have been to Farmer, Friendship, Franklin 
 
 
95 North Carolina is My Home, p. 10. 
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and Fountain, N.C., and gazed upon most of the creeks and peaks and county seats …”99 
(There’s that “and,” again.) He then apologizes for leaving those four, plus four more (Rabbit 
Shuffle, Airbellows, Stiffknee Knob and Coldass Creek) out of the main poem, apologizing 
while also admitting a commitment to craft: “I couldn’t make any of them rhyme.”100 
He then goes on to place about 125 names of North Carolina towns, cities, communities 
and crossroads into a rhythmic, rhyming list, occasionally interrupting himself to relay how a 
place got its name: 
Along in the late 1800s, they decided to put a new post office in rural Randolph County, 
and of course the post office had to be called something, so the people of the community 
fell to discussing it. Why not call it this, why not call it that? Somebody said, ‘Why not 
call it Whynot?’ And that’s the name to this day. Why not?101 
 
And this is where we reach – if such a theoretical place existed – Peak Kuralt. For him, the 
names of places held the possibility of stories. To Charles Kuralt, there were always more 
stories, and the possibility of stories brought even more excitement: 
 I know a crossroads called Loafer’s Glory 
 Oh, how I’d love to know that story! 
 To have met the loafers, to have known their faces, 
 To know all the stories of the Tar Heel places …102 
 
Place names from all over America amused him. He devoted an “On the Road” segment 
to “American Names,” opening it with this narration from somewhere in Oregon: 
We spend a lot of time in bus stations. … I don’t know how long it’s been since you’ve 
been in a bus station, but if you are in love with American names, you could be happy 
just sitting here all day and listening … I suppose the names of Paris and London and 
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Rome make some people’s hearts beat faster. As for me, give me Sweet Home, Hoodoo, 
Sisters, and Bend.103 
 
He continues, quoting the opening lines of Stephen Vincent Benét’s poem, American Names, and 
responding, “Oh, we know what you mean, Mr. Benét, we have been there too, to Bug Tussle 
and Granny’s Neck and Hell-for-Certain, and we have learned that America’s names tell stories 
if you will listen to them.”104 
Writing this paper has reaffirmed and strengthened my belief that Kuralt was indeed a 
poet, just not one that fit the traditional image. Tom Wicker, national columnist for the New York 
Times from 1966-91, eulogized Kuralt in a column for Brightleaf magazine: “Charles Kuralt had 
the originality not just to find the unusual in the commonplace, but to sense that it was there. In a 
medium supposedly devoted to pictures, he was a writer who gave grace and distinction to words 
– he made people he wrote about live, which is most of what good writing is about, and he made 
things clear, which is much of the rest.”105 
Charles Osgood invoked many forms of writing – songs, novels, poetry – while praising 
Kuralt’s writing in a CBS Sunday Morning piece honoring Kuralt:  
It was a nonfiction novel he was writing, in installments, over the course of a long career, 
the theme of which was that the heartland of this country extends from coast to coast, 
from the Black Hills to the Rio Grande, and from Puget Sound to the Florida Keys. We 
all inhabit the heartland, we learned, and now we all think we knew these people from the 
first, and these truths. But we didn’t, and never would have known them without this 
Walt Whitman carrying a reporter’s pad, who heard America singing, and went out to 
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HOW HE (THEY) DID IT 
Kuralt didn’t produce “On the Road” by himself. He began with various cameramen, and was 
eventually joined by cameraman Isadore “Izzy” Bleckman, sound man Larry Gianneschi, and 
electrician Charlie Quinlan as a core crew. Of the four, only Bleckman is alive in 2021. 
Through most of the seventies, before I had to start finding an airport every weekend to 
fly back to New York for the Sunday Morning program, and before we switched over 
from film to videotape and lost Charlie Quinlan to new union rules that said we no longer 
needed a lighting man, ‘On the Road’ was Izzy and Larry and Charlie and me. We 
covered hundreds of thousands of miles through all the states before 1976, and in that one 
year we revisited every state to report a moment of history from each one, our ‘On the 
Road’ contribution to the Bicentennial.107 
 
The Bicentennial project was quite a challenge. Quickly, the math of weeks divided by states 
equaled a lot of time driving, and pressure to produce almost one story a week. In July of 1975, 
Charles Leroux, a reporter from the Chicago Tribune, spent a few days traveling from Virginia 
to Delaware with the “On the Road” team. He found a grumpy Kuralt, grousing about the 
project, which amounted to “about 15 more stories than in other years,”108 Leroux wrote. “[These 
pieces] rob the road of serendipity,” Kuralt says. The fun of ‘On the Road’ is the romance of it, 
of not knowing when you’ll get up where you’ll spend the night.’” Leroux’s story continues: 
“‘God’ said Kuralt, ‘it’ll be nice to get back to regular stories again. ‘I’m sitting here thinking, 
please, let me just end this.’” 
Leroux described the crew arriving in New Castle, Delaware, unsure about whether either 
of Kuralt’s two ideas from the state’s history would come together. “Putting living, breathing, 
talking people into the Bicentennial pieces has been one of Kuralt’s greatest challenges this year, 
and it was a problem he was still mulling later in the morning on the banks of Brandywine Creek 
 
 
107 A Life on The Road, p. 185. 
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at the site of the du Pont gunpowder works,” Leroux wrote. Kuralt and Bleckman decided to 
feature Éleuthére Irénée du Pont (1771-1834)109 a French-American chemist and industrialist 
who founded the gunpowder manufacturer E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, whose 
“name Kuralt seemed to enjoy pronouncing,” Leroux wrote. Monsieur du Pont being long dead, 
Kuralt needed to find someone to describe the history on camera.  
A good talker is what Kuralt was looking for … At the museum, in one of New Castle’s 
17th century houses, he had gotten from the curator the names of several people in town 
who knew a lot about local history. ‘Which of these folks is the best talker,’ he asked the 
curator, ‘a nice sense of humor, a real yarn spinner?’ 
 
The curator pointed Kuralt to Pierre S. “Pete” du Pont, a member of the U.S. House of 
Representatives, and namesake of his great-great-great-great grandfather (father of E.I.). A 
politician would likely be a good talker, and “‘All those greats, wouldn’t that be fun to say on 
camera?’ Kuralt grinned. The Bicentennial blues were fading,” Leroux wrote. 
Leroux describes in detail the collaboration of Kuralt and the other three men, as well as 
the contents of their motorhome’s refrigerator: “what you’d expect of four men out from under 
the influence of women – gin, vermouth, Coke, cheese, Twinkies, a jar of Knotts Berry Farm 
jelly, a little milk, lots of beer.” 
 
 
ORAL PERFORMANCE ON TELEVISION 
 
Sometimes, for an “On the Road” piece, Kuralt relied on nothing but his own point of 
view and storytelling skills. He pulled this particular tool from his toolbox when he wanted his 





or relevant visuals available. These segments could be called brief essays delivered as a spoken-
word performance. “This is a story about Napoleon, and Jefferson, and Talleyrand, and foreign 
intrigue in Paris, and an empire changing hands,” Kuralt intoned, standing in a gray jacket 
against a gray backdrop of bare trees in winter. “And this is the best place to tell the story: a 
swamp in Arkansas.”110 (This piece has also been uploaded to YouTube, in violation of 
copyright law.) Kuralt wrote and narrated a script of less than 600 words to convey not only the 
story of the Louisiana Purchase – the 1803 land deal that nearly doubled the size of the United 
States111 -- but also the reason he chose a swamp in Arkansas as the place to tell it. His only 
visual flourish is his own cocked eyebrow as he starts his narration. As he slowly walks down 
down a wooden footbridge unspooling his tale, the mystery of the location follows him. At the 
end of the tale and the footbridge, the camera shifts to show a granite marker, and Kuralt reveals 
its significance: 
Well, if you own something, you have to survey it. And to survey something you have to 
start somewhere. Because a meridian and baseline crossed in this swamp, this is where 
they started. The inscription says: ‘This stone marks the base, established November 10, 
1815, from which the lands of the Louisiana Purchase were surveyed by United States 
engineers.’ 
 
He continues, making a two-part point of why a viewer would care to know this arcane bit of 
American history: 
If you live today in Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, your township boundaries, 
your section lines, the boundaries in your lot are based on this stone in the middle of a 
cypress swamp in Arkansas. This stone is a symbol of the American urge, the strongest 
urge in our history, to cross the rivers and head west. It’s a symbol of the American itch 








That’s almost the end of the piece. The viewer has seen little, except for various angles of Kuralt 
on his walk down the bridge, and the marker itself. There are no interstitial shots of actors re-
creating historical figures, or interviews with a park ranger overseeing the site, or a local 
historian affirming any part of Kuralt’s narrative. Kuralt trusted his historical knowledge and 
storytelling skills to tell the story in a way that enhanced the available visuals, as opposed to 
pointing out how insufficient they were. It’s a master class in pacing, suspense and writing for 
visuals. 
Kuralt used this same technique to tell the story of the Battle of Little Big Horn/Battle of 
the Greasy Grass, a horrific episode in American history. U.S. General George Custer and 600 
U.S. soldiers died there on June 25, 1876. (There doesn’t seem to be a count of deaths among the 
indigenous tribes.) “This is about a place where the wind blows and the grass grows and the river 
flows below a hill,” Kuralt says, narrating a script that resonates with poetic power. “Nothing is 
here but the wind and the grass and the river. But of all the places in America, this is the saddest 
place I know.”112 
Kuralt appears on camera briefly at the beginning and end of the story, which was filmed 
at the Little Bighorn Battlefield National Monument in Montana. Otherwise, the viewer sees 
only scenery, including wide shots of the landscape, sunlight light playing on the flowing river, 
and closeups of white gravestones. Not shown are any monuments to the indigenous people who 
died in battle, but in his script, Kuralt pays tribute to them too. “That’s why this is the saddest 
place,” he concludes. “For Custer and the Seventh Cavalry, courage only led to defeat. For Crazy 
 
112 “Montana: Little Big Horn,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1, Vol. 3, Episode 13. 
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Horse and the Sioux, victory only led to Wounded Knee. Come here sometime and you’ll see. 
There is melancholy in the wind, and sorrow in the grass, and the river weeps.”113 
Just as he liked to invoke poets, Kuralt also enjoyed reifying famous orators. His most 
memorable example of this is from the Bicentennial project. From Independence Hall in 
Philadelphia, he performed a one-person highlight reel of the days of debate and compromise 
among members of the Continental Congress in July 1776, almost acting out the drama. Pacing 
around Independence Hall he opens with Pennsylvania delegate John Dickinson, a “great old 
Quaker patriot,” who had tried to convince his fellow delegates to wait before declaring 
independence from England. Kuralt quoted Dickinson at length, then changed point of view to 
those listening to him: 
The delegates paid [Dickinson] respectful attention. John Adams and his cousin, Sam, hot 
for independence, impatient with the delay, sat listening. Thomas Jefferson sat back in 
the corner. He had already written the Declaration of Independence. It spoke his thoughts. 
Beside him, old Benjamin Franklin, also silent, his mind made up. But not every mind 
was made up114. 
 
Kuralt continues, winding up the tension by revealing the stances of various colonies, and 
quoting delegates as they tossed rhetorical barbs at each other. He includes John Adams’ famous 
“I have crossed the Rubicon” speech, and continues tracking hot air through the hot days. A vote 
was taken on July 2. The next day, an anonymous note appeared, threatening violence. They 
carried on, editing Jefferson’s masterpiece. They changed his many references to “tyrant” back 
to “king,” and struck the passages denouncing slavery. Kuralt read, at length, from the 
Declaration itself, “a document still noble enough to inspire the tired delegates and bold enough 
 
113 “Montana: Little Big Horn,” On the Road with Charles Kuralt, Set 1, Vol. 3, Episode 13. 
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to hang them all.”115 All by himself in an empty room, Kuralt made the long-ago history come 
alive. 
 
ALL TECHNIQUES TOGETHER FOR A SOUTHERN STORY 
 
Kuralt brought all his writing, poetic, and visuals-matching skills together in a 1978 “On 
the Road” story called “Coming Home.” (It has been uploaded to YouTube as “Thanksgiving in 
Prairie Mississippi.”) It tells the story of the Alex and Mary Chandler, Mississippi sharecroppers 
who somehow managed to send all nine of their children away to college and advanced degrees. 
The grownup children eventually bought their parents a house, and returned home to Mississippi 
to celebrate Thanksgiving and their parents’ 50th anniversary. Somehow, Kuralt and the “On the 
Road” crew were invited too. 
In his voiceover script for “Coming Home,” Kuralt used at least three tools of the poet: 
repetition; the rule of three; and the word “and” in lists to highlight the magnitude of the things 
being listed, and to invoke a drumlike rhythm. Combining this poetic script with brief quotes 
from three Chandlers, plus video footage of their celebration, he told the story of this family’s 
remarkable – and very American – achievements. 
In a script of less than 600 words, Kuralt invoked the power of three at least eight times. Of 
the eleven adult Chandlers shown, he included interviews with three. In the script, there are these 
examples: 
1. “out of the cotton fields, out of poverty, out of Mississippi” 
2. “a sharecropper’s cabin, and nothing to wear, and nothing to eat” 
3. “a horse and a cow and tried to buy a mule” 
 
115 On the Road with Charles Kuralt, p. 307. 
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4. “lost the mule, the horse, and the cow” 
5. “one of the poorest farms in the poorest part of the poorest state in America” 
6. “Luther [1] left for the University of Omaha, and went on to become the Public Service 
Employment Manager for Kansas City. He helped his younger brother James [2] come to 
Omaha University too, and go on to graduate work at Yale. And in his turn, James helped 
Herman [3] -- in the blue suit there -- who graduated from Morgan State, and is a 
technical manager in Dallas” 
7. “Remembering all those years of sharecropping and going hungry and working for a 
white man for 50 cents a day” 
He hammers home the significant accomplishment of Alex and Mary Chandler, the heads of 
this family. They sent all nine children to college, to advanced degrees, out of Mississippi. 
Kuralt says some variation of “nine children,” “all nine children,” or “all nine” five times. He 
uses the word “all” 14 times. The total effect is a repeated emphasis, a drumbeat. “Listen to this, 
listen to this, listen to this,” he seems to be saying. He ends the script by declaring that the 
Chandlers’ story will stay with him for a long time: “… [I]n the future, whenever I hear that the 
family is a dying institution, I’ll think of them. Whenever I hear anything in America is 




The Chandlers’ story stands out in Kuralt’s oeuvre. During a 1985 interview with The 
Christian Science Monitor, he called it “the most moving story he ever filmed,” and said “Izzy’s 
eyes were so filled with tears he could barely run the camera.”116  
 
116 “Charles Kuralt’s beat is the minutiae of America,” by Daniel B. Wood. The Christian Science Monitor, Dec. 2, 1985. 
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In a 2002 paper, Matthew Ehrlich, a journalism historian and former broadcast journalist, 
examined Kuralt’s use of ancient storytelling myths, including the myth of the road itself -- a 
“primordial American theme,”117 Ehrlich writes. (Charles Kuralt would agree. In the Louisiana 
Purchase story, he wrote that “to cross the rivers and head west” is “the strongest urge in our 
history.”) The whole premise of “On the Road” – sharing a name with Jack Kerouac’s novel, and 
exploring America’s rural spots – is Kuralt’s shoring up of this myth, even more than any 
particular story within it. 
Ehrlich defines myth as “a long-running social story offering ideals and models for life,” 
and states that “Kuralt intentionally fostered a myth of a peaceful, neighborly, ‘Other America’ 
during a time of wrenching change and strife.” 
Ehrlich traces the name of this myth to Kuralt saying, in 1979, “I think there are two 
Americas.” Kuralt often expressed the idea that there was the America of the headlines, and 
another America on the road. I found a longer explanation Kuralt gave in a 1986 speech: 
After all these years of meandering through it … I believe the country to be more 
neighborly, and more just, and more humane than you would think from reading the 
papers or watching the evening news. The country I have found is one that presses upon 
the visitor cups of coffee and slices of pie and great gobs of local history, and always 
wants you to stay longer than you have time to stay—and doesn’t bear much resemblance 
to the country that makes it to the front pages, which have room only for wars and 
politics and calamities … and not enough room for telling the story of people living and 
working and trying to be good neighbors. But that country is there, as we all know.118 
  
That quote, which Kuralt gave with almost 20 years’ experience of traveling to every part of 
every state, sounds to me like he was reporting what he found, but it’s certainly true that you find 
what you are looking for. I would argue that Kuralt went looking for this Other America, to find 
 
117 Ehrlich, Matthew C. “Myth in Charles Kuralt’s ‘On the Road’.” Journalism & Mass Communication Quarterly, June 2002, 
Vol. 79, No. 2. 
 
118 Making Words Dance, p. 69. 
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out what anything different was happening in the country, beyond the headlines. Was it Kuralt’s 
intent to “foster myth”? Or did he go looking for certain stories, and share what he found? To the 
viewer, does it amount to the same thing? 
Ehrlich has these same questions. In the article’s introduction, he writes that he intends to 
“consider whether [Kuralt’s work] acted to ‘serve and preserve the social order’ as myth 
typically does, or offered a model for change in journalism and American society that remains 
relevant.’” He also wonders about Kuralt’s motivation. “Did [Kuralt] promote corporate, 
conservative goals through tales of quaint folk unconcerned with Vietnam and the ‘Negro 
revolution’? Or did he achieve his stated goal of broadening journalism by showing a country 
that was richer and more complex than usually seen in the news?” 
  Either way, Ehrlich is correct in his conclusion that much of “On the Road” illustrates the 
Other America that Kuralt found. Erhlich reviewed Kuralt’s “On the Road” output, using Jack 
Lule’s book, Daily News, Eternal Stories: the Mythological Role of Journalism as his guide. “A 
review of ‘On the Road’s history indicates that Kuralt consistently tried to show a peaceful, 
neighborly, problem-solving America, an explicit alternative to what the news typically showed 
in the 1960s and 1970s.” Kuralt’s longtime friend William Friday, the former president of the 
UNC system, thought Kuralt knew what he was doing. “He traveled the hills and the vales and 
the byroads looking for the people he knew were the manifestation of what this country is all 
about,” Friday told the Charlotte Observer, the day after Kuralt died.119 
In contrast to what viewers saw on the news – including the entire broadcast of the very 
program that included “On the Road” -- the “Other America is optimistic,” Ehrlich writes. “The 
 
119 “The road began, will end in N.C.,” by Bruce Henderson and Tim Funk. The Charlotte Observer, July 5, 1997 
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America of the headlines is rooted in current crises and scandals; the Other America is rooted in 
a history in which spring always returns and tragedy gives way to triumph.” 
Perhaps what neither Ehrlich nor I have properly considered, is that the Other America 
simply takes the long view – even the historical view Maybe that is what Kuralt promoted, if 
promotion was his intent. He loved American history, telling its story from the very first letter 
that Sir Walter Raleigh’s scouts sent back to Queen Elizabeth I, describing what they found on 
Roanoke Island, on the Outer Banks of North Carolina. The America of the news flashes and 
bangs itself into our consciousness; despite this relentless onslaught, the Other America endures, 
just out of frame. 
Kuralt called many of the residents of this Other America “Unlikely Heroes.” They make 
up many “On the Road” stories, and he devoted an entire section of a book to them. They include 
his most enduring subjects, such as Jethro Mann, a retiree in Belmont, North Carolina. Mann 
operated a bicycle lending library of sorts out of his garage, buying and fixing up bikes for the 
kids in his neighborhood, who signed them in and out each day. Mann also taught bicycle 
maintenance to older kids, who then taught the younger ones.  
To read the front pages, you might conclude that Americans are mostly out for 
themselves, venal, grasping, and mean-spirited. … But you can’t travel the back roads 
very long without discovering a multitude of gentle people doing good for others with no 
expectation of gain or recognition. The everyday kindness of the back roads more than 
makes up for the acts of greed in the headlines. Some people out there spend their whole 
lives selflessly. You could call them heroes.120 
  
In analyzing Kuralt’s “unlikely heroes,” Ehrlich introduces another myth at play in Kuralt’s 
work. The Unlikely Heroes are “modern portraits of the Good Mother [archetype], 
compassionate characters who provide models of charity and kindness.” The Good Mother … 
 
120 On the Road with Charles Kuralt, p. 3. 
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“offers people a model of goodness in times when goodness may seem in short supply’ and that 
frequently appears in human interest reporting.” 
Ehrlich points out particularly American myths found in Kuralt’s work. After the road 
itself comes self-reliance. It is an American myth – a deeply held, cultural belief -- that an 
individual’s hard work and dedication can transcend social problems. Erhlich holds up a story 
that Kuralt entitled “Scholar of the Piney Woods,” about Eddie Lovett of Arkansas, an 
“unlettered son of a sharecropper”121 who collected and read thousands of books in order to 
educate himself. Lovett told Kuralt he loved James Baldwin, Rene Descartes, Socrates and 
Shakespeare. Kuralt’s story about the Chandlers also reinforces this notion, Ehrlich maintains. If 
you work hard and pull yourselves up by your bootstraps, you can succeed in America. “The 
Chandler family’s lesson (one that Kuralt made very clear even as he suggested there was none) 
was that hard work could overcome the national afflictions of poverty and racism, that when you 
helped yourself and each other, you could accomplish anything.” 
Ehrlich definitely has a point. What Alex and Mary Chandler did is remarkable, almost to 
the point of singular. If their 50th anniversary was in 1978, that means they married in 1928. 
According to the Equal Justice Initiative, in the years between 1877 and 1950, Mississippi had 
the highest per-capita number (among the Southern states) of African-Americans lynched 
annually. The Chandlers’ home county of Monroe is not among EJI’s top ten most active 
lynching counties in Mississippi in those years,122 but suffice to say that they lived in a time and 
place that was, if not the belly of the beast of the Jim Crow South, then something close to it. Did 
 





Kuralt find the one family that pulled off a miracle, and present their accomplishment as 
achievable for everyone? 
Like Kuralt himself, this aspect of his legacy is complicated. I acknowledge Erhlich’s 
point that Kuralt’s work can be interpreted as an influential news program (that relied on 
advertising dollars) wanting to reassure Americans during an unsettling time. “In the late 1960s, 
the Cronkite program was, in one observer’s words, ‘Olympian, even elitist, the voice of the 
Establishment,’” Erhlich writes. “The mythmaking of ‘On the Road’ was an essential part of that 
voice. Kuralt did not merely extol old crafts, traditions, and patriotic locales. His vision was one 
of order alongside the disorder of the rest of the news.” And yet, Kuralt also broadened the 
category of what a hero looked like, and who deserved to have their story told to the nation. 
“Kuralt’s mythmaking also challenged contemporary journalism,” Erhlich writes. “If TV news 
became less elitist and less centered on Washington politics and policies, Kuralt helped point the 
way.” I would add that while Kuralt acknowledged America’s weak points, he chose to look for 
signs of hope, to remind us of our better natures. He brought all his gifts to bear on this quest, 
and looked for examples all over America, for years. 
 
 
RETIREMENT AND LEGACY 
 
America is a place. Kuralt showed viewers the landscape – the rivers, the highways, the seasons. 
He also showed filled every corner of the landscape – the mailboxes, road signs, and colorful 
characters. By showing so much of the country, Kuralt joined other Southern writers, whose gift 
and contribution was to reveal America to itself. He did it in his own way, of course. 
 40 
In his brief retirement, Kuralt gave many speeches. One of his last was to Scenic 
America’s national conference, delivered seven weeks before his death. In his speech, he 
invoked many of the same themes that his television work did: nature, the huge land mass 
between two oceans, and a reverence for American history, alongside a cheeky recognition about 
American culture: 
There will always be a huckster. The very first words written from America in the 
English language amounted to a real estate promotion. In 1584, Sir Walter Raleigh sent 
Phillip Amadas and Arthur Barlowe to scout out place for a settlement. In a vast sound 
behind barrier islands, the Outer Banks of North Carolina, my home state, they found the 
green haven of Roanoke Island. They ignored the mosquitoes and the heat and the sand 
spurs … they summed up Roanoke Island by [calling it] … “the Goodliest Land Under 
the Cope of Heaven.123 
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